My Butterfly Journal
Today my butterfly larvar arrived. Her name is Owl that is her name. I'm going to tell some more information. I'm superid that it is some little that's superid me. I can't what until it be comes a butterfly because we get to relese them. My other butterfly's name is Angl that is her name. She is small to but I like them both of them both of them are
I'm glad that I can raise butterflies. It is fun raising butterflies. It is day one so you do not know what else is going to happen.

That is the end of my story.
Today I learned that it got a little bigger. I learned that it is eating more. They have different life cycle.
September 25, 2015 Day 3
I learned that some of their parts are the same. I learned that the larvaes fly to Mexico City when there are butterflies.
September 29, 2015  Day 7
Over the weekend my caterpillar got bigger. It is like making a web thaning. And I have to tell you more. It is making a crisis.
October 1, 2015  Day 09
What I learned from Mrs. Wachtel is that the butterfly when it is making its chrysalis it takes a couple days like 7.
October 2, 2015  Day 10
One of my caterpillars are laying down and the name is silver. Now I am going to tell you about my other caterpillar that is chring to get to the top and her name is gold.
October 5, 2015  Day 13

My lava is in its chrysalis, but is only one and I will tell you the name; gold that is the name. I will tell you one more thing. My other one is not making a chrysalis and the name is silver.
October 13, 2015  Day 21
Silver is a butterfly but Gold is
still has a poupa. I am so glad
because it is so curt. I hope
that Gold cuts its poupa.